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As a senior managing consultant in PFM’s Environmental Finance
practice, Eric helps clients evaluate innovative and cost-effective
methods for funding resiliency, sustainability, energy efficiency,
and other critical infrastructure projects and programs. He also
provides transaction, credit structuring, and rating agency advisory
services to municipal agencies and enterprises. Additionally, he
helps clients manage Property Assessed Clean Energy programs,
taking in to consideration the unique market, financial, legal, and
political needs of each jurisdiction.

Before joining PFM in 2011, Eric worked as a Director at Fitch
Ratings in New York and was a senior credit analyst covering
municipal entities throughout the United States, Puerto Rico, and
Guam. During his time at Fitch, he was also the lead analyst on a
variety of tax-backed and revenue supported debt transactions
(over $4 billion in new money debt rated) and played a key role in
rating criteria discussions and producing topical credit reports for
publication. Prior to re-joining PFM in 2018, he worked at a global
bank where he was charged with analyzing credit quality of
municipal entities as well as recommending whether or not to
extend credit to issuers around the country.

Eric is an avid world traveler, having visited over 35 countries on 6
continents. With a lifelong goal of attending the Olympics, he is
very excited about the Summer Olympics returning to Los Angeles
in 2028. Though he has always been a little too slow to compete as
a runner in the Olympics, he remains connected to the games
having run with the Olympic torch leading up to the 2002 Salt Lake
Winter Games.
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Specialties
Financial Advisory
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Representative (Series 50)
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